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7150 - Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion   

 

Biogeographical region: 

Continental 

 

Member state: 

Germany 

 

Region(s) (if applicable): 

- 

 

Issues and pressures 

There are several pressures and threats like: 

A01 - Cultivation  

A02 - modification of cultivation practices  

A06 - annual and perennial non-timber crops  

A08 - Fertilisation  

C01 – Mining and quarrying (of peat) 

D01 - Roads, paths and railroads  

D04 - airports, flightpaths  

D05 - Improved access to site  

E01 - Urbanised areas, human habitation  E02 - Industrial or commercial areas  

E04 - Structures, buildings in the landscape  

H04 - Air pollution, air-borne pollutants  

J02 - human induced changes in hydraulic conditions  

K02 - Biocenotic evolution, succession  

M01 - Changes in abiotic conditions  

 

But the main thread is drainage and low water level.  

 

The pressures caused by climate changes are difficult to predict, but there´s the danger of longer dry 

periods and high temperature; this might cause high stress for the “glacial remnants” in the bogs, and 

this pressure is probable to be increased by changed hydrologic conditions.  

 

Development of scenarios on future availability of water; communication with land users; development 

of alternative concepts (including new technical concepts) for supply of water 
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A lot of raised bogs situated in the foothills of the Alps were used by cutting of peat – by hand or with 

machines in larger, industrial dimensions - and therefore drainage ditches were excavated in order to dry 

out the peat. The cutting of peat often is no longer practiced, but the drainage ditches are still working. 

 

Conservation requirements 

There are several management requirements and responses like 

 

Policy based actions:  

- Development of management plans  

- Implementation of management plans  

 

Habitat and site based actions:  

- Maintenance/Conservation  

- Restoration  

- Corridors  

- Expansion of protected areas  

 

The main disadvantage is non-availability of the bog-sites. Almost all bogs are private property and 

divided into a huge number of small patches which belong to different people. Therefore the main 

requirement is availability of sites for restoration and rewetting. All others are secondary. 

 

In order to finish drying out of the peat by the drainage ditches you have to restore the raised bogs by 

blocking the ditches and accumulate rain water in order to reactivate peat growth and to regenerate the 

hydrology. 

 

Furthermore you have to reduce the intensity of land use in the surrounding areas in order to prevent 

the bog centers from nutrient input. 

 

It is also important to develop scenarios on future availability of water and alternative concepts 

(including new technical concepts) for water supply. This requires communication with land users. 

 

Conservation management 

The restoration of raised bogs is implemented on selected sites. In Bavaria there are different fundings 

and projects for bog restoration, e. g. the Bavarian climate program (KliP 2020) or the Large-Scale 

Conservation Projects Allgäuer Moorallianz (Allgäu Bog Alliance).  Further measures are realised by the 

Bayerische Staatsforsten (state forest company).  

 

The problem is that many sites are private property. Therefore you have to buy the sites or to convince 

the owners before restoring the bog. Because of the former hand cutting of peat the bogs were of high 

value and often have been divided into many small sections. Therefore you have to come to an 

arrangement with a lot of different owners. 
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We try to get hand on restorable patches. As soon as we have some, they will be rewetted on a scientific 

based hydrological plan. The aim is to re-establish a groundwater level at surface niveau all year round 

by destroying drainage. 

 

Species specific management: 

Yes 

 

The primary objectives in the “bog habitats” are the conservation of hydrological intact bogs and the 

restoration of degraded bogland. But in some sites one can´t restore a wet situation with high water 

levels. In order to connect the habitats of endangered species such as Colias palaeno, Boloria aquiloniaris 

or adder (Vipera berus) you have to keep the sites open by cutting trees and scrubs. 

 

When regenerating bogs one should keep attention to wintering grounds of vipera berus! Filling of 

ditches and rewetting in winter can drown the adder. 

 

1059 Phengaris teleius,  

1061 Phengaris nausithous, 

1038 Leucorrhinia albifrons,  

1035 Leucorrhinia caudalis,  

1042 Leucorrhinia pectoralis, 

1039 Sympecma paedisca,   

1903 Liparis loeselii, 

1914 * Carabus menetriesi pacholei 

 

Barriers and bottlenecks 

a) Almost all sites are in private property. Bog restoration on private ground is hard to realize because 

the value of the sites is reduced by the restoration. As interest rates are currently low, it´s hardly possible 

to buy the bog sites even if the money is available, e. g. by public funds such as the Bavarian Climate 

Program (KliP).  

b) As a consequence of the German Renewable Energy Act the demand for any kind of biomass – e. g. 

wood – increased considerably. As a consequence the pressure on awailable land increased too.  

c) An important reason is the lack of man-power for project management. The cooperation with private 

landowners, farmers and foresters needs time in order to raise awareness and acceptance. The staff 

being engaged in Natura 2000 is limited, therefore difficult measures can hardly be realized. 

 

Solutions and opportunities 

We have to go on step by step to get one patch after the other available steadily. This needs money but 

even more manpower.  

 

Solutions only can be reached step by step –with focus on different activities: 

- Good examples on public ground: a part of the bogs and fens is in the ownership of the Free State of 

Bavaria, managed by the state forest company. On this sites exemplary measures can be realized - and 

shown as “good practice” in order to convince landowners and politicians that the measures are 

necessary and do make sense. 
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 Cooperation with landowners and farmers in a continuous dialogue: You can raise awareness of the 

demands of nature conservation and – combined with fundings – adapt land use and carry out measures 

such as regeneration of bogs. 

 Public relations and communication: By information and e. g. excursions you can gain support and 

influence political decisions, e. g. concerning the relevance of bogs for greenhouse gas emissions.  

 Initiate projects and acquire funds for project management and measures: The possibilities of realizing 

projects can be enlarged by separate projects, e. g. the “Allgäuer Moorallianz” (bog-alliance of the Allgäu 

region). 

 

Additional activities: 

- Networking of experts and projects for optimizing methods and exchange of experiences;  

 

Cross cutting issues 

- Relevance of bogs for climate change  

- Reduction of the intensity of land use in the surrounding of bogs; extensive used grassland should be 

establish around the bogs in order to reduce nutrient input and to rise biodiversity  

 

There are already numerous cross-sectoral approaches e.g. LIFE-projects. We will go on this way with our 

restricted personal resources. 

 

Lessons learned / best practice 

Best practice/examples: 

“Allgäuer Moorallianz” (bog-alliance of the Allgäu region): The primary objective of this nature 

conservation project is the long-term conservation of hydrological intact bogs and the renaturalization of 

degraded bogland in the region of the Alpine foothills and bogs in the Ostallgäu and Oberallgäu 

administrative districts. Ancillary aims include conserving and fostering the development of nutrient-

poor moist and wet meadows around the bogland. 

 

Watercourses are to be renaturalized by improving banks and riverbeds and by restoring natural river 

dynamics; water retention in the core area is to be aided by slowing runoff. 

 

The project area is one of the best and richest areas for bogs in Germany, consisting of a largely 

unfragmented landscape of bogland and meadows mown for animal bedding. The main substance of the 

raised bogs is undegraded in some cases, with complete, largely original zonation. The area is a center of 

distribution of glacial relicts such as the critically endangered dwarf birch species Betula humilis and 

Betula nana, string sedge, slender cotton-grass and swamp willow. 

 

The project area also has a nationally significant diversity of endangered or critically endangered 

butterfly, dragonfly and damselfly species. These include the cranberry fritillary, moorland clouded 

yellow, alcon blue, dryad and violet copper butterflies, the bog hawker and northern emerald dragonflies 

and the southern damselfly. The common European adder has its national center of distribution in the 

project area. (Source: http://www.bfn.de/0203_allgaeuer-moorallianz.html) 
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LIFE-Project: Rosenheimer Stammbeckenmoore (English Website: http://www.life-

rostam.de/index.php?lang=en) 

 

Project „Biotopverbund Eggstätt-Hemhofer Lake District and Seeon Lakes”(Folder in English: 

http://www.eiszeitseen.de/bilder/Folder_BV_english_web.pdf) 

 

Bavarian Program on climate protection 2020 - Special program on bog restoration 

(http://www.bayern.de/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Klimaprogramm-Bayern-2020.pdf, 

http://www.wwa-ke.bayern.de/doc/publikationen/faltblatt_intakte_moore_prima_fuers_klima.pdf) 

 

LIFE-Project: Chiemseemoore 

 

Opportunities for joint action 

- Networking of experts and projects for optimizing methods and exchange of experiences 

- Strengthen support and influence on political decisions for the protection of mires 

- Developing model approaches for the sustainable use of moorlands in different 
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